
 

 

 

For Immediate Release 

 

ILTA 2012 Technology Survey Shows Worldox as Fastest Growing DMS,  

Only DMS in Outstanding Vendor Category, and Dominant for Ethical Walls 
 

Glen Rock, NJ– November 29, 2012 – World Software Corporation® (www.worldox.com)  

announces today that the Worldox document management system (DMS) performed extremely 

well in several categories of the ILTA 2012 Technology Survey.  Survey results show that 

privately-owned World Software is growing faster than any other DMS and offers outstanding 

quality and support matching that of much larger public companies.  Also, Worldox’s ethical 

walls feature, included with the cost of Worldox, achieved the highest rating among firms under 

349 attorneys, besting many specialized ethical walls products.   

 

Worldox Growth Double That of Autonomy, Open Text Loses Ground 

Showing definite growth, Worldox gained 2 percentage points from 2009-2012 which is twice 

the 1 percentage point gained by its competitor, Autonomy.  Worldox’s other major 

competitor, Open Text, lost five percentage points in the DMS category from 2009-2012.  

 

Worldox Ethical Walls Score High 

In the ethical walls category, Worldox ranked as the most popular vendor choice with almost 

one-third of respondents (29%) at firms <349 attorneys choosing Worldox for ethical walls.  

Worldox ethical walls are built into the DMS and are included in its standard license price, so 

Worldox sites can use this feature without additional cost.  

 

Worldox Achieves Vendor Excellence Ranking for Quality, Support, Pricing 

Worldox was voted outstanding in product support, quality and pricing and was the only DMS 

to make the list.  Worldox is in good company with huge public companies like Dell, Cisco, HP 

and Microsoft which all made the list. 

 

World Software President Ray Zwiefelhofer commented, “We are pleased that Worldox was 

highlighted in ILTA’s 2012 Technology Survey.  Our growth, versatility and dedication to 

excellence have clearly been recognized by the ILTA membership.  Worldox is enterprise ready 

and here to stay.” 

 



 

 

The ILTA ‘12 Technology Survey is an independent publication that provides relevant data from 

almost 500 large and midsized ILTA law firms, comprising over 90,000 lawyers and over 200,000 

total users.  The survey chronicles common trends and market share information for several 

commercial software vendors to aid law firms and practices in their technology governance.  

 

About World Software Corporation 

Founded in 1988 and based in Glen Rock, New Jersey, World Software Corporation is an 

innovative leader in the Document Management Systems (DMS) category. The company’s 

flagship product Worldox has an install base of over 5000 companies in 50 countries.  For more 

information about World Software Corporation and its products, please visit us at 

www.worldox.com. Follow us on Twitter @worldox or Facebook.  World Software Corporation® 

and Worldox® are registered trademarks of World Software Corporation.  All other trademarks 

are held by their respective owners. For more detailed information, please visit 

www.worldox.com, call 800-962-6360 or email sales@worldox.com.  
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